2nd Appeal to the CIIRC Staff

CIIIRC Happening: “X-mas in the Summer”
Let’s transform and hand on the CIIRC’s internal energy to other needy!

Humanity and truth need to be supported also outside of CTU.
Encourage those who need help!

We are clear!

Return of Prof. Mařík back to the post of the CIIRC Director, this is a fulfilled wish for us - Christmas in the summer. Let's celebrate it and donate someone else like as at Christmas time....

You can express your support by hanging a card message on a Christmas tree at the reception desk of the A building and / or

Send a donation to the Foundation of Jedlička Institute
in form of DMS PROJEDLICKU 30 or DMS PROJEDLICKU 90
to the mobile number 87777

or transfer any amount to the transparent account 350 350/5500
note for the recipient: CIIRC.

The funds will be used for comprehensive rehabilitation care for children and young people with physical disabilities.